This paper describes a prototypal system which has been implemented in order to explore the possibility of using topological integrity constraints as interactive drivers to support spatial database updates. The idea of using constraints to drive updates is applied also in traditional (non-spatial) databases; for example, in order to preserve referential integrity, the user can be forced to select a value in a given set, instead of permitting him to write an arbitrary value and then checking that the value satisfies the constraint. This idea seems to be much more relevant in spatial databases, both because spatial data possesses a much richer set of constraints, and because spatial updates are more complex and error-prone than traditional, alphanumeric updates. The paper first defines formally a rather general spatial database environment with integrity constraints, then describes a prototypal system which has been built in order to explore the practical effectiveness of the general idea (the feasibility includes performance, because the constraints are used during the interaction with the user). The prototype which has been implemented is capable of driving updates on simple polygons and uses a restricted class of integrity constraints; however, it is sufficiently powerful to demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. 
INTRODUCTION
Geographical information systems (GIS) are nowadays a widely used tool in many application fields that manipulate data describing phenomena or human activities that occur on the earth surface. The data sources that feed the spatial database of a GIS at the beginning of its life are mainly surveys from aerial photographs, topographic surveys, maps digitizing, etc. However, after the initial startup, other dataflows guarantee the update of the spatial and non-spatial information of a GIS.
As in traditional information systems also in GIS a frequent update activity is strategic for system availability and user confidence. Thus, it is important to design applications that support the user in this important task.
In traditional databases the update operations have to guarantee that the user's modifications/inputs satisfy the integrity constraints. Integrity constraints define the consistent states of the database. Notice that, some integrity constraints are not an obstacle for the update procedures, but, on the opposite, they can help the user to modify correctly the database. For example, in order to preserve referential integrity, the user can be forced to select a value in a given set, instead of permitting him to write an arbitrary value and then checking that the value satisfies the constraint. Here, we can say that the integrity constraint has somehow driven the update. This idea seems to be much more relevant in spatial databases, both because spatial data possesses a much richer set of constraints, and because spatial updates are more complex and error-prone than traditional, alphanumeric updates. In this paper we aim to investigate the possibility of applying integrity driven updates to geographical databases.
Spatial integrity constraints have been classified in [3] . In this taxonomy Cockcroft identifies also the (sub)class of topological integrity constraints, emphasizing their role as basic constraints for the integrity of geographical data. Topological integrity constraints are based on topological relations. These relations have been formally defined first in [6] .
In this paper we focus on topological integrity constraints 
: (a) An example of geographical database containing a road segment (eo) and a traffic island (el). (b) An example of update without any integrity constraint checking during editing. (c) The same update in an integrity constraint driven system (see Example 1).
since they are able to express many meaningful characteristics of geographic data. In particular, we refer to the set of topological relations proposed in [5] . The following example shows the type of constraints we aim to deal with and the behavior of the system, which uses them to drive updates.
EXAMPLE 1. Consider a geographical database containing road segments and traffic islands, both with polygonal representation. For each road segment the road name and the number of carriage-ways are stored.
Moreover, the following integrity constraint is imposed: "every road segment with 2 carriage-ways must contain a traffic island, possibly sharing with it a part of boundary." An admissible state of the database is shown in Figure l Figure 1 (c) the result of the same update in an integrity constraint driven environment is shown. In this case the system has moved automatically, during the update, the points R and S of the traffic island el to X and Y respectively, in order to preserve the constraint. Other, more complex, cases will be shown in Section 3.
In the literature we find other works concerning spatial integrity constraints, in particular, in [13, 14] an active database mechanism was applied to adjust topological integrity constraint violations. Our work differs from these approaches since we try to drive user update in order to avoid constraint violation, while active database rules react only when violations occur. Hadzilacos & Tryfona in [10] proposed the Georelational Data Model language, that can be used also to express topological constraints. However, they did not study the issues of integrity preservation. Also Pizano et al. in [1] proposed the use of spatial integrity constraints to define consistent states of a spatial database, but their work referred to pictorial databases and they focus on depiction of unacceptable states rather than on updates. Other related works are [12, 8] , which deal mainly with the design of interfaces to GIS for data retrieval.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we define formally a rather general spatial database environment with topological integrity constraints; in Section 3 we describe the prototypal system which has been built in order to explore the practical effectiveness of the general idea, moreover some aspects of implementation are described; in Section 4 we present some conclusions and future work.
SPECIFYING TOPOLOGICAL INTEGRITY CONSTRAINTS IN A SPATIAL DATABASE
In this section we define a framework for the specification of topological integrity constraints in the schema of a spatial database. In the first subsection we present the basic characteristics that we expect to find in a spatial database schema, and in its correspondent instance. In the second subsection we define a predicate calculus for specifying formulas with spatial interpretation and we define a topological integrity constraint as a closed formula of this calculus.
Spatial database schema and instance
A formal definition of spatial database schema and instance is necessary for the definition of spatial constraints. The concepts presented in this section are not new and they are contained in many models for GIS proposed in the literature (see for instance [9, 10, 11, 15, 2] ).
We adopt the feature-based approach, where features are the fundamental concept for the representation of geographical phenomena as described in [2] . Also the National Committee for Digital Cartographic Data Standards (U.S.A.) defines a feature as a real world entity representation [4] . Therefore, a feature can have an arbitrarily complex structure.
A spatial database schema is modeled here as a set of feature types, where for simplicity each feature type has exactly one spatial attribute representing the feature location and some alphanumeric attributes.
DEFINITION 1. The schema of a spatial database is a triple S = (£,n O, Dome()):
• C --{El, ...,E,} is a set of feature types.
• In this paper we consider only spatial objects embedded in the Euclidean plane R 2 and we restrict our attention to three domains of discretized spatial objects [17] : a) the set of simple polygons, b) the set of simple polylines and c) the set ll~ 2 . Formally, the spatial domain we consider is defined as follows.
DEFINITION 2. The spatial domain Dspatia~ is the union of the following three domains:
• D~oi,~t: it is the set R ~ .
• Du,~ : it is the set of the simple polylines of R 2 : 
A calculus for topological constraints specification
Spatial integrity constraints express the topological relatious that must exist among the spatial values e.geo of a spatial database instance Is in order to represent a consistent state of the database.
The following definitions 4-7 are based on the topological relations introduced first in [6] , and refined in [5] . These relations are valid also for the values belonging to D~n~ti~l.
The concepts of boundary and interior of a spatial value are the basis for the definition of the topological relations. For each spatial value A of D~p~ti=t the boundary and the interior are defined as follows [17] : [5] :
where n denotes the intersection and the function dim() computes the dimension of the intersection result and returns: O: one or more points, 1: one or more polylines, 2: one or more polygons.
In order to permit the application of the above defined relations also to the boundary of a spatial value, Clementini et el. [5] defined also the following functions: We can now define a predicate calculus for specifying topological integrity constraints.
DEFINITION 8. Topological Calculus (TC(S)) -syntax. Given a spatial database schema S = ($,n0, Dome) the syntax of the topological calculus is defined as follows:
• a set V --{e, eo,el, . Given the schema 5: = ($, n0, Dome) any closed formula C of TC(S) represents a topological integrity constraint. The constraint C is satisfied by the instance Is if it is true when it is interpreted in the instance Is. 
DEFINITION 10. The schema of a spatial database with integrity constraints Sc = (S, Cs) is composed of: a) a spatial database schema S = ($, n O, Dome 0); b) a set of topological integrity constraints Cs

UPDATE ENVIRONMENT FOR SPATIAL DATA
The introduction of spatial integrity constraints in a spatial database permits the system to check the database content for consistency, but it could also require a considerable computational overhead in order to perform such control. Since our aim is to use spatial integrity constraints as a driver for the user in spatial update operations, we had to limit the complexity of the constraints in order to: obtain a performance which is acceptable in interactive editing, and keep the number of entities which are involved in a single update sufficiently small. Therefore, we define the Simple Topological Integrity Constraint. A Simple Topological Integrity Constraint is a topological integrity constraint with the following limitations:
• each constraint involves at most two feature types;
• a feature type can be involved in zero, one or more constraints; the constraints of a feature type can also be grouped to represent a disjunction of constraints;
• each constraint may contain filters that select the set of features of the two feature types that are involved in the constraint. These filters are limited to be selection on alphanumeric feature type attributes.
In the update environment we use only simple topological integrity constraints for driving the user in the update operations. Moreover, in this first version of the update environment we focus only on spatial objects of the domain Dpolygon and consequently also the spatial formula of TC(S) have been redefined to work only on polygons. In particular, the functional symbols b(s), f(s) and t(s) (with s spatial term) have been removed and the topological relations used in the spatial formulas sl L) s2 have been substituted by the topological relations for areal objects defined in [5] with the Dimension Extended Method. We call this new set of relations Rel~ °ty.
The use of simple topological integrity constraints and polygons is sufficient for describing many real/world situations and to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach proposed in this paper. Of course, the general constraints of TC(S) could be checked in a traditional way, but this is out of the scope of this paper. 
Notice that all these relations are mutually exclusive. Using a result of [5] , it can be proved that the topological relations of Rel~ °tu between two polygons ei.geo, ej.geo of an instance Is can be expressed in the predicate calculus we(s). We call the above described refined calculus TC p°l~ (S • a symbol Q e {V, 3};
1See the previous definition 5.
• a constraint formula ¢: it is a quantifier-free conjunction containing a disjunction of atomic spatial formulas. ¢ has only two free variables eo, el.
The fact that ¢ can only contain a disjunction of atomic spatial formulas is not a limitation. Indeed, since all the topological relations of Rel~ °tu are mutually exclusive, any conjunction of spatial formulas is contradictory. Notice that for safeness conditions (see Def. 8) a0 and at always contain the range formulas Ei(eo) and Ej(el) (possibly Ei(eo)) respectively.
DEFINITION 13. Simple Topological Integrity Constraint (STIC) -semantics. The semantics of the STIC TE~,~j = (ao,al,Q,¢), denoted as Sem(TEI,E~), is illustrated by the following two formulas of TC p°ty (S) (S is a spatial database schema), the first one shows the semantics of TEI,E~ when Q = V, the second one when Q = 3:
(Veo)(Ve,)(ao =~ (a, =~ ~b))
(1)
Given an instance Is of a spatial database schema S, a STIC TEi,Ej :
• iS satisfied by Is if the formula Sem(TE~,Ej ) is true when TCP°t~(S) is interpreted in Is;
• is satisfied by a given feature -~ E SEI, SE~ E Is, if, considering the formula Sem(TE,E i ) without the first quantifier, this formula is true when TCP°tu(S) is interpreted in Is and the variable eo is assigned the feature E5.
• is active for ~-~, if the formula ao is true when the variable eo is assigned the feature ~'~.
Notice that, when Q = V, the STIC TE~,Ej constrains also all el 6 Ej, i.e. the STIC is somehow symmetrical. We extend the definition of spatial database schema including also a set Ts containing sets of simple topological integrity constraints. We denote the extended schema as SCT = (S, Cs,Ts). Each set of STIC represents a disjunction of constraints. The STICs of a set have all the same Ei, i.e. they represent alternative constraints for the same feature type Ei. An instance Is satisfies the set Ts, if it satisfies each set of STICs it contains. A set of STICs {TEI,Ej , ...,TEI.E i } is satisfied by an instance Is, only if it satis~es at least 'one STIC TEI,E~ of the set.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the database schema of the example 1 (RS =Road-Segment, T I = Trafflc-Island): S = ( { RS, TI}, nO, Dome()) where: n 0 = {(RS, 2), (TI,0)} and Dome() = {(RS, 1, D,t,i,g), (RS, 2, Dn~mb,~)}.
We suppose that the first attribute of RS represents the name of the road and the second one represents the number of carriage-ways. If we want to specify the integrity constraint: "every road segment with two carriage-ways must contain a traffic island, possibly sharing with it a part of the boundary.", we can write the following STIC for the RS feature type:
TRS.T! =(RS(eo) A (e0.a2 = 2), TI(el), 3, (eo.geo Coverso el.geo) V (eo.geo Coverst el.geo) V (eo.geo Contains el.geo))
Representing polygons and simple topological constraint instances
Let Is be an instance of a spatial database schema with integrity constraints SeT = (S, Cs, Ts). In order to be able to manage the update of the spatial attribute e.geo of all features e E Sv~ with SEI E Is, and to drive the user to preserve the STIC E Ts, a possible solution is to store explicitly in a common data structure:
• the spatial database schema S together with the STICs of Ts;
• the spatial values e.geo of the spatial database instance Is together with a subset of the topological relation instances among e.geo values of Is that must be preserved to satisfy the STICs of Ts. A topological relation instance e0 Q el represents the fact that eo.geo is in the topological relation # with el.geo.
The satisfaction of a STIC by a feature e is materialized in a set of topological relation instances among e and the other features ej of Is. Notice that, the calculation on the fly of such relation instances is not computationally feasible. We call these topological relation instances Simple Topological Integrity Constraint Instances or simply STIC Instances. Our approach is based on the manipulation of this set of topological relation instances.
The following definition presents an abstract data structure for storing a set of STIC instances. It is used to describe our approach at high level; many different implementations are possible. , el) The structure IsTtC(Is,Ts) stores a set of topological relation instances whose preservation guarantees the satisfaction of the STICs defined at schema level. By defining update operations that preserves such relations, we preserve also the satisfaction of the STICs defined in the schema. Notice that:
DEFINITION 14. Given an instance Is of a spatial database schema with integrity constraints SCT = (S, Cs, Ts), the data structure ISTIC(Is,Ts) contains sets of ~-tuples (eo, ex, r, TEi,Ei). Each 4-tuple indicates that the feature co is in the topological relation r with the feature el and the preservation of this relation is sufficient (Q = 3) or is necessary (Q = v) to guarantee the satisfaction of a STIC T~ i,Ej belonging to a set of Ts. We consider sets of 4-tuples instead of single $-tuples, for two reasons: a) for a STIC with existential quantifier (Veo)(3el)(P(eo
Primitive
Description
Operat. • Not all topological relations among the ei.geo values of the spatial database instance Is are stored in ISTIC, but only a subset that guarantees to preserve database integrity. This subset is not unique.
CreateP(P,ei)
InsertS(s,ei)
• Given a STIC TEi,Ej and an feature eo belonging to
Ei that satisfies TE~.Ej, there always exists a set of 4-tuples {(eo, ejt, rl, T~i.E ~ ) ..... (eo, ej.,, r,, T~, ,Ej )}, (ejl,.., , ej, E Ej) whose preservation guarantees that TE, E i is always satisfied by eo. Indeed, this set in the worst case coincides with the set of all topological relation instances that e0 has with the other features of the database.
• The structure ISTIC can be populated at the beginning of the GIS life by performing a semi-automatic analysis of the initial database instance with the support of the user, or by extending the phase of data acquisition in order .to obtain also the STIC instances.
A framework for simple topological integrity constraints driven update
In this subsection we present an update environment that allows the user to modify an instance Is of a spatial database schema with integrity constraints ScT(S, Cs, Ts). In particular, given a feature e E SE~ with SE~ E Is, we consider the modification of the attribute e.geo, the deletion of e, the update of the alphanumeric attributes e.aj, and the insertion of a new feature e belonging to a feature type Ei E C.
The update environment requires the user to specify the feature ~ that he/she wants to update or delete, or the feature type Ei in case of insertion. Chosen the feature (or the feature type) to work with, the user has four update operations at disposal (for each operation Table 1 shows the available primitives): An analysis of satisfiability is performed on the set of topological relations Tempsc~ using the approach defined in [7] . If the test is negative, then the insert operation is aborted. Otherwise, the update session can be opened.
-The set Temp~g: it contains the topological relation instances that exist among each segment of ei~s and the other features that appear in Temp~t.
Considering the topological relation instances of Temp~¢t (they will have to be satisfied by ei,~), each new segment of ei~s is accepted only if it satisfies the conditions shown in the second column of Table 2 . These conditions are necessary conditions to obtain, between ei,~ .geo and ej .geo, the relation shown in the first column. At the end the polygon ei~ .geo is accepted only if it satisfies the conditions show in the third column of Table 2 . The conjunction of the conditions shown in the second and-third columns of Table 2 represents a sufficient condition to obtain between eins.geo and ej.geo, the relation shown in the first column. The sufficiency and the necessity of these conditions follow trivially from the properties of simple polygons.
UPDATE OPERA TIONS:
These operations permit the modification of the attribute E.geo of the chosen feature ~. When necessary these operations use the previously described temporary data structures. Three different versions of update are available: strong conservative update, conservative update and weak conservative update. In the first two versions, the modification of a segment is accepted only if it satisfies the conditions of the second and third columns of Tables 2. In the third version, the same conditions are checked only at the end of the operation.
STRONG CONSERVATIVE UPDATE:
This version does not allow any geometric change that modifies the content of the temporary structure Tempseg, containing the relations among the segments of ~ and the other features of the database, which are involved with ~ in any topological relation instance of ISTIC. The primitive MoveV(V, P,~) (see Table 1 ), if the vertex V is shared by ~ with another feature e j, moves also the vertex of ej only if this is necessary to preserve a relation between the segments of ~, which has V as end-point, and ej. Figure 2(a) shows an example of strong conservative update. 
CONSERVATIVE UPDATE:
WEAK CONSERVATIVE UPDATE: This version allows temporary violations of the STICs of
Ts. However, the final state of the polygon "g.geo must satisfy the STICs of Ts.
During a weak conservative update the user can also modify the choices he/she did concerning the topological relation instances that ~ has to satisfy (see INSERT); in this case an analysis of satisfiability is performed as for the insert operation.
The primitive MoveV(V, P,~), if the vertex V is shared with another feature e j, never moves also the vertex of ej. Figure 2(c) shows an example of weak conservative update.
• DELETE: It allows the elimination of the chosen feature ~. Moreover, it checks the data structure [STIC to identify the elements to be removed. If the deletion of a 4-tuple (~,ej,r,T~.Ej) in a set of IST~C makes one STIC of Ts false the elimination of ~ is rejected.
In this case the deletion can be performed only after a weak conservative update of the feature ej that has blocked the deletion.
• A system that adopts this update environment should supply also a transactional update in order to allow the user to modify more instances el, ..., e, and performing the check of the STICs preservation at the end of the transaction.
Implementation
The system has been implemented using the development tools of Geomedia Professional TM of Intergraph. The implementation details are described in [16] .
The following two issues which have been encountered during system implementation are worth mentioning.
1. In order to reduce the cardinality of the set ISTIC the 4-tuples of the form (e0, el, Disjoint, REI,Ej ) are not stored in the data structure implementing ISTIC. During the update operations this structure is completed with the subset of 4-tuples representing the disjoint relations that are necessary to check the satisfaction of the integrity rules for the modifying feature ~. The choice of the disjoint relation is not casual, since, considering a geographical database, the only topological relation that can produce sets of topological relation instances of high cardinality is the disjoint one as it does not require that the spatial objects have common points.
2. Before opening an update session, the user is requested to define a working area, which is a rectangle embedded in the reference space that contains the chosen feature ei to be updated (deleted) or that will contains the new feature ei in case of insertion. In this way, the size of the temporary structure Tempseg can be reduced. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have presented a framework for the specification of topological integrity constraints and have shown that a subset of these constraints (Simple Topological Integrity Constraint) can be used to drive the update activity of the user, thus maintaining database integrity. Moreover, the implemented system has demonstrated that the approach is feasible.
Future work includes: the removal of some of the limitations to STICs discussed in Section 3; the extension of the update environment to include also polylines and points.
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